The Giant Camp
Packing your Rucksack

out

Let’s all camp out this camping season particularly in the
month of June. All Sections can take part Beaver Scouts, Cub
Scouts, Scouts, Venture Scouts and Rover Scouts. It would be
really great if you can run a small fund raising event, associated
with your camp, to lend a helping hand to the Children’s Miracle
Network. Full details www.scouts.ie/events/giantcampout

Cooking equipment

Start packing by placing all the items to be packed on your
bed and check off the list. When all items are present then
pack. Work on the principle of LAST IN FIRST OUT and IF
IT DOESN’T FIT IN THE SACK IT’S NOT GOING don’t carry
anything that you don’t need and keep items on the outside of
the pack tied down and tidy. Make sure however that you have
all the essential items. Use your own judgement as to whether
you really need that campfire blanket on an overnight bivvy.
Another consideration when carrying your pack is to distribute
the weight in the bag so that the heavier items tend to be near
your back in the middle to bottom of the pack. This will help
to stabilise your pack particularly when travelling over rough
terrain.

Wild and open spaces are exciting areas to explore. In order to enter these
places you must prepare yourself both in terms of equipment, to protect you
from the elements, and the necessary skills, to enable you to survive.
The equipment needed to enter the wilderness is determined by many things - the
prevailing weather conditions, the nature of the terrain which you choose to enter and the
length of time you wish to stay there. In open countryside weather conditions play a major
role in determining our reaction to hot and cold. The type and quality of the clothing you
choose to wear will ensure your comfort or add to your misery.
Good quality sleeping bag

General Guide to Packing a Rucksack

Camping wild is one of the best ways to enjoy
and appreciate the beauty of mountainside, glens
and coastlines. When done responsibly and with
care, it has minimal impact on the environment.
Small two and three person tents do not take
up much space and can be pitched anywhere.
Normally, it is wise to seek protection from the
wind and elements. Cooking is undertaken on
camping stoves such as the trangia stove.
‘Pack it in, Pack it out’ and Leave No Trace simple codes to remember and they will minimise
your impact on the wild environment.

Sleeping Mat on top.
If there is a top pocket keep
all your small stuff to hand spare map, emergency items,
cutlery, pocket knife, small
first aid items
Waterproofs & bivvy bag just
under the cover
Tent. Poles and pegs can
be slipped down the side or
shared with someone else.
Eating gear - plate etc.
Food in containers and plastic
bags
Sleeping bag in compression
sack to keep it as small as
possible
Spare Clothes. All spare clothes
should be in plastic bags to
protect from wet and keep
clean.
Dirty or wet clothes in plastic bags
Rucksacks are never waterproof. It
is best to put a plastic liner inside
your bag and pack items in plastic
bags for protection
Stoves and fuel bottle - keep to bottom of pack in
case of a leak. If you have a small stove it may go in
a side pocket

Sleep is essential to revive the body
after a hard day in the open and
perhaps one of the most important
items of equipment you require is a
sleeping bag.

Good solid boots

Trangia Stove
Lid which is also
used as a pan
Kettle(some
types)
Small pot - single
or double
Burner

Windshield top
and pot rest
Windshield
bottom - (note air
holes)

Camping in
Wild Countryside

Strap - removed
when in use
All fuels are dangerous so
take care. Fuel should be
carried in specially designed
fuel bottles which do not leak.

Space will be tight for two
people and their gear so you
need to think TIDY and NEAT.
Layout sleeping areas before
it gets dark and keep all items
in your rucksack. 		
Cooking equipment and fuel
should be left outside of the
tent for safety. Don’t cook
inside your tent.

Simple considerations
for clothing

Plan Ahead and Prepare
Be considerate of others
Respect farm animals and wildlife
Travel and camp on durable surfaces
Leave what you find
Dispose of waste properly
Minimise the effects of fire

Waterproof

Winter Clothing Options
Various clothing options following
layer principle.
T- shirt and long johns or tracksuit bottom.
Shirts/sweatshirts
Fleece or pullover
Waterproof jacket and over trousers
Balaclava and scarf
Mittens/gloves and overgloves
Boots and gaiters

Summer Clothing
Options
Shorts
Shirts
T - Shirts
Hat - baseball or floppy
Sunglasses
Wind proof jacket
Light waterproof jacket
Light fleece or sweatshirt
Light track suit bottoms

Light to carry

Windproof

Warm
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The Giant

Camp out
Camping and hiking are key and very important activities of Scouting’s programme. It is a time when
Patrols, (Sixes, Lodges) can live together and enjoy Scouting in the outdoors. There are three parts to
any camping adventure - preparation and planning, the programme on the camp, and breaking camp
and packing away equipment.
Each part of the process is vital and there are many jobs for people to do, so everyone can be involved.
On camp each member of the Patrol (Six, Lodge) will have duties to perform from collecting wood for
the fire to cooking and cleaning up. A Patrol (Six, Lodge) will live like a family, eating together, sleeping
together and playing and Scouting together. It is a combination of living in the open and enjoying the
many exciting opportunities for fun and adventure.

Let’s all camp out this camping season particularly in the month of June. All Sections can take part Beaver
Scouts, Cub Scouts, Scouts, Venture Scouts and Rover Scouts. It would be really great if you can run
a small fund raising event, associated with your camp, to lend a helping hand to the Children’s Miracle
Network. Full details www.scouts.ie/events/giantcampout

Setting up site

Setting up site is as much fun as using your
site during camp. Every member of the
Patrol (Six or Lodge) needs to get involved
in building the site. There are many jobs to
do and if everyone joins in it is easily done.

You should think of your campsite like the
layout of a house. You will have a sleeping
area, a cooking area, a dining area, a place
for preparing food and chopping wood. You
will also need an entrance gateway and a
flagpole or assembly area.

Working with children you understand that nobody, least of
all our youngsters, should have to face serious illness. By
taking part in the Giant Camp Out you are able to make their
stay in hospital that bit better. Each €5 raised during the Giant
Camp Out will be donated to Children’s Miracle Network an
international non-profit organization that raises funds for more
than 170 children’s hospitals worldwide. Children’s Miracle
Network is the only organisation in Ireland to fundraise for
children’s hospitals and wards nationwide. Since 2007 they
have been working to create miracles in Ireland by funding
medical care, research and education that improves the
lives of sick and injured children in your community . €5 can
make an amazing difference to a sick child. It can provide
something as simple as some crayons or a DVD that will help
keep them distracted during painful and invasive procedures.
You will be making wonderful things possible and will have
an incredible impact on the lives of sick children. www.
ChildrensMiracleNetwork.ie

Icelandic Patrol tent

When camping in a fixed location you use a
number of different types of tents - marquees,
Patrol Tents, Dome tents, and dining shelters
for eating in.

Dining Shelter

Pitching an Icelandic tent

The Icelandic tent requires a number of people to
erect. The tent is made of heavy canvas and when it
is stood up it needs to be held in place while the tent
pegs are driven into the ground. The first thing to do
is to lay out the tent on the ground, join the tent poles
together and place into the canvas slots. Next lift the
tent into its position. Fix the main guys on the tent
and peg them in before setting the walls in place. Tent
pegs are placed so that they align with the seams
in the canvas and are driven into the ground at a 45
degree angle.

The Kitchen Area

The kitchen area of your site is the area where all
your food is prepared before cooking. You need to
create a gadget on camp that will work like your
kitchen at home. You will need a flat area for cutting
up food. A basin for washing and some hooks and
devices for holding plates and cutlery as well as your
pots and pans.

All your meals are cooked
on open fires. You need to
create an altar fire - a fire
that is above ground level

Re-stoke fire

Put on water fro
tea and wash up
Eat meal

Keep an eye on vegetables
and remove when ready.
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Start cooking vegetables
Prepare dessert (assistant)

Plan Ahead and Prepare
Be considerate of others
Respect farm animals and wildlife
Travel and camp on durable surfaces
Leave what you find
Dispose of waste properly
Minimise the effects of fire

0
Start fire
Start preparing vegetables
and meat

To create fire - a real Scouting skill, you firstly
need tinder and wood that is dry and collected
carefully before your start. A fire requires
3 elements - fuel, oxygen and heat. So, in
creating your fire you build it as shown allowing
air and wood to catch light easily. Using fuzz
sticks is a good idea for starting a fire as they
quickly catch flame and get your fire underway

Serve dessert
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Do wash up

Start cooking meat

Cooking plan

This plan is based on all the
members of a Patrol woorking
together.

Some gateway designs you might like to build on your campsite
Fuzz stick
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